Detection of time- and bandlimited increments and decrements in a random-level noise.
The purpose of this study was to compare detection of increments and decrements occurring over limited regions of time and frequency within a 500-ms broadband (0-6000 Hz) noise. Three listeners tracked detection thresholds adaptively in a two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice task. Thresholds were measured for both increments and decrements in level [delta L = 10 log10(1 + delta N0/N0) dB, where N0 is the spectral power density of the noise] as a function of signal duration (T = 30-500 ms) for a range of signal bandwidths (W = 62-6000 Hz) that were logarithmically centered around 2500 Hz. Listeners were forced to rely on temporal- and spectral-profile cues for detection due to randomization of overall presentation level from interval to interval, which rendered overall energy an inconsistent cue. Increments were detectable for all combinations of W and T, whereas decrements were not consistently detectable for W < 500 Hz. Narrow-band decrements were not detectable due to spread of excitation from the spectral edges of the noise into the decrements. Increment and decrement thresholds were similar for W > or = 1000 Hz. Temporal- and spectral-integration effects were observed for both increments and decrements. The exceptions were for random-level conditions in which the signal matched the bandwidth or duration of the standard. A multicue decision process is described qualitatively to explain how the combination of temporal- and spectral-profile cues can produce temporal- and spectral-integration effects in the absence of overall-energy cues.